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Abstract

2

String Simulation

As detailed in [13],3 the Karplus-Strong (KS)
digitar algorithm [6] can be interpreted as a
simplified digital waveguide synthesis model for
an “idealized” vibrating string (no stiffness, and
very specific damping characteristics), thereby
giving it a physical interpretation that can guide
extensions to the basic algorithm. For further information regarding KS algorithms, see the references and Faust software distribitions.
The Extended Karplus-Strong (EKS) algorithm [4] extends the KS digitar in a number of
ways that were motivated by the demands of a
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of a simplified physical string [10, pp. 158–198].
pedal, overdrive, Moog VCF
They illustrate how several small digital filters
can achieve various desired musical effects.
1 Introduction
Implementations of virtual electric guitar components and associated effects in a Linux environment
are described. The Faust language is used for component specification and Octave is used for filter design
and testing. To maximize compatibility with the freesoftware world, only methods free of known patent
restrictions are used. While most of this paper classifies as tutorial review with emphasis on implementation, the dynamic level filter and wah pedal effects
are believed to be new.

This paper describes use of the Faust programming language1 by Yann Orlarey [8; 3] to generate real-time DSP plugins from a high-level specification. An additional introductory tutorial appears in [11].2 More specifically, this paper discusses development (in Octave) and implementations (in Faust) of virtual electric guitar components and associated effects.
In [8], a Faust implementation of a derivative of the Karplus-Strong algorithm was presented, and further extensions appeared in the
faust2pd distribution [3]. This paper describes
(with minimized overlap) additional components
for virtual electric guitars and associated effects,
while avoiding any methods that are known to
be patented.
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Figure 1: EKS high-level block diagram.
Figure 1 illustrates where the various filters
may be located in the EKS patch.

2.1 Pick-Position Comb Filter
A natural model of string excitation is an input
signal summed into a virtual physical location
along the length of a digital waveguide string
model [13]. This model can then be factored
into a pick-position comb filter in series with a
filtered delay loop, as used in the EKS [4; 10].
The EKS pick-position comb filter has transfer
∗
Work supported in part by the Wallenberg Global function
Learning Network (http://www.wgln.org/)
Hβ (z) = 1 − z −⌊βP ⌋
1
The Faust home page is http://faust.grame.fr/.
where P is the period (total loop delay) in samFaust is included in the Planet CCRMA distribution
(http://ccrma.stanford.edu/planetccrma/software/). ples, β ∈ (0, 1) denotes normalized position

The examples in this paper have been tested with Faust
version 0.9.9.3.
2
The same tutorial is available online at
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/realsimple/faust/
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http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Karplus Strong Algorithm.html
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“Silicon Valley Breakdown” by David A. Jaffe

along the string (0 at the “bridge” and 1 at
the “nut”), and ⌊x⌋ means the “greatest integer
less than or equal to x.” This transfer-function
model of pick position is easily derived by factoring the transfer-function of the string from the
picking point to any other point along the string,
such as the bridge point [13; 10].
In Faust, a feedforward comb filter is readily
implemented using the delay function defined in
music.lib:

2.3 Two-Zero String Damping Filter
A disadvantage of the decay-stretching parameter is that it affects tuning, except when S = 0.
This can be alleviated by going to a secondorder, symmetric, linear-phase FIR filter having
a transfer function of the form [17]
Hd (z) = g1 + g0 z −1 + g1 z −2
h

i

= z −1 g0 + g1 (z + z −1 ) .

pickpos = _ <: delay(Pmax,beta*P) : - ; Since the delay is equal to one sample at all frequencies (in the needed coefficient range), we obwhere Pmax is some power of 2 larger than
tain tuning invariance for the price of one addibeta*P (see the definition of delay in music.lib
tional multiply per sample. We also obtain a bit
to understand why a power of 2). In Faust, we
more lowpass filtering. Listening to both cases,
can bring out a “continuous” pick-position conone might agree that the one-zero loop filter has
trol spanning half the string as follows:
a “lighter, sweeter” tone than the two-zero case.
beta = hslider("pick_position",
In general, the tone is quite sensitive to the de0.13, 0, 0.5, 0.01);
tails of all filtering in the feedback path of Fig. 1.
Faust Implementation
2.2 EKS String Damping Filter
t60 = hslider("decaytime_T60_sec",
The original EKS string-damping filter replaced
4, 0, 10, 0.01);
the two-point average of the KS algorithm by a
B = hslider("brightness",
weighted two-point average
0.5, 0, 1, 0.01);
Hd (z) = (1 − S) + Sz −1
(1)
rho = pow(0.001,1.0/(freq*t60));
where S ∈ [0, 1] is called the “stretching factor,”
h0 = (1.0 + B)/2;
and it adjusts the relative decay-rate for high
h1 = (1.0 - B)/4;
versus low frequencies in the string. This fildampingfilter2(x) =
ter goes in the string feedback loop, as shown
rho * (h0 * x’ + h1*(x+x’’));
in Fig. 1 above. At S = 0 or 1, the decay time
is “stretched infinitely” (no decay), while fastest
For a derivation, see [13]:5
decay is obtained when S = 1/2, where it re2.4 Dynamic Level Lowpass Filter
duces to the KS digitar damping filter.
To control the overall decay rate, another In real strings, the spectral centroid typically
(frequency-independent) gain multiplier ρ ∈ rises as plucking/striking becomes more ener(0, 1) was introduced to yield
getic. The EKS dynamic-level lowpass filter (diagrammed at the far left in Fig. 1) qualitatively
Hd (z) = ρ[(1 − S) + Sz −1 ].
models this phenomenon:6
In Faust, we can calculate ρ from the desired
decay-time in seconds as follows:

HL (z) =

1 − RL
1 − RL z −1

t60 = hslider("decaytime_T60_sec",
4, 0, 10, 0.01);
rho = pow(0.001,1.0/(freq*t60));

This is a unity-dc-gain one-pole lowpass, with a
pole at z = RL ∈ [0, 1) set such that the gain
is the same for all fundamental frequencies [4].
where freq is the fundamental frequency.
Here we will derive simplified design formulas
The following Faust code implements the origi- using methods that are applicable in other sitnal EKS damping filter in terms of a “brightness” uations as well.
parameter B between 0 and 1:
5
B = hslider("brightness",
0.5, 0, 1, 0.01);
b1 = 0.5*B; b0 = 1.0-b1; // S and 1-S
dampingfilter1(x) = rho*(b0*x+b1*x’);

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Length FIR Loop Filter.html
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A “spectral modeling filter” of this nature is only
needed for spectrally monotonous excitations such as
the KS digitar noise burst. A proper physical stringexcitation model should have this behavior built in.

We assume that the ideal continuous-time filter has the transfer function
ω1
HL (s) =
(2)
s + ω1
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where ω1 = 2πf1 denotes the fundamental frequency in radians per second. This lowpass filter
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has unity dc gain, −3 dB gain at s = jω1 , and
rolls off at −6 dB/octave for ω ≫ ω1 . It also
-40
happens to be the 1st-order Butterworth lowpass
with its cut-off frequency set to ω1 rad/sec. To
-50
achieve the dynamic level effect, the output of
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this filter is linearly panned with its input. That
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is, at maximum level L, the lowpass filter is bypassed. If x(n) denotes the lowpass input signal
Figure 2: Dynamic level lowpass filter designed by
and y(n) its output, then the formula is

where the level variable L ∈ [0, 1] may be set to
achieve a desired dynamic level at the Nyquist
limit, while L0 controls the (lesser) attenuation
at low frequencies as a function of level L (e.g.,
L0 (L) = L1/3 ). Figure 3 shows a family of filter
responses at four different dynamic levels and six
different fundamental frequencies.
A Faust implementation of the L calculation
is as follows:

the bilinear-transform method with L = 0. The filter
amplitude response is plotted for 6 values of break
frequency (50, 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 Hz). The
sampling rate is fs = 44100 Hz.
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(L,L0) = hslider("dynamic_level",
-10, -60, 0, 1) : db2linear;
L0 = pow(L,1/3);
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In [12], the impulse-invariant and bilinear
transform methods are compared for digitizing
the dynamic-level analog filter Eq. (3), and the
bilinear transform method was deemed preferable because it gives more attenuation of high
frequencies, which helps to reduce aliasing due
to later nonlinear processing. A detailed derivation can be found there. The final digital filter
so designed has the transfer function
1 + z −1
ω̃


HL (z) =
1 + ω̃ 1 − 1−ω̃ z −1
1+ω̃

∆

(3)
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Figure 3: Dynamic level lowpass filter responses as
in Fig. 2, but with L = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.32,
corresponding to desired Nyquist-limit levels of −60,
−40, −20, and −10 dB, respectively. The dc level is
defined to be one-third the Nyquist-limit level.

with {
L0 = pow(L,1/3);
Lw = PI*freq/SR; //
Lgain = Lw / (1.0 +
Lpole2 = (1.0 - Lw)
lp2out = *(Lgain) :
};

= w1 T / 2
Lw);
/ (1.0 + Lw);
+ ~ *(Lpole2);

with ω̃ = ω1 T /2.
Figure 2 shows a family of magnitude re- 2.5 Tuning the EKS String
sponses. To intensify the effect, Nd units can
At low sampling rates and/or high fundamenbe used in series, with the desired Nyquist-limit
tal frequencies, the string simulation can sound
level divided by Nd for each section.
“out of tune” if the main delay-line length N is
Faust Implementation
restricted to integer values. This means an interlevelfilter(L,x) = L * L0 * x
polating delay line is needed. An overview of lin+ (1.0-L) * lp2out(x)
ear, allpass, and Lagrange interpolation, among

others, is included in [13].7 The transfer function
of first-order linear-interpolation can be written

fdelay4(n,d,x) =
delay(n,id,x) * fdm1*fdm2*fdm3*fdm4/24
+ delay(n,id+1,x) * (0-fd*fdm2*fdm3*fdm4)/6
Hη (z) = (1 − η) + ηz −1 ,
+ delay(n,id+2,x) * fd*fdm1*fdm3*fdm4/4
+ delay(n,id+3,x) * (0-fd*fdm1*fdm2*fdm4)/6
where η ∈ [0, 1] denotes the desired delay (in + delay(n,id+4,x) * fd*fdm1*fdm2*fdm3/24
samples) at the low-frequency limit.
with {
id = int(d-1); fd = 1+frac(d);
Faust Implementation
fdm1 = fd-1;
fdm2 = fd-2;
Faust includes a function fdelay(n,d,x) defdm3 = fd-3;
fdm4 = fd-4;
fined in music.lib which provides fractional
};
(non-integer) delay by means of linear interpolation:
While it appears that five delay lines are needed
in the Faust implementation, only one is actually
fdelay(n,d,x) =
used in the generated C++ code, thanks to comdelay(n,int(d),x)*(1 - frac(d))
piler optimizations. Faust implementations of
+ delay(n,int(d)+1,x)*frac(d);
Lagrange interpolation, orders 1 through 4, are
included in the Faust library file filter.lib (as
Note that it also specifies a second delay line.
of version 0.9.9.3). Further discussion appears in
However, a second delay-line is not implemented
[12].
in the generated C++ code because Faust has
an optimization rule that consolidates all delay- 3 Distortion and Amplifier Feedback
lines having the same input signal to one shared
The addition of distortion and amplifier feedback
delay line.
to the basic EKS algorithm was introduced in
Linear delay-line interpolation works well in
[15]. The resulting synthesis model is capable
a digital waveguide string model as long as the
of convincing synthesis of “howling” overdriven
modeled string is sufficiently damped. Specifielectric guitars.8
cally, the string damping must be sufficient to
mask the changing roll-off in the amplitude re- 3.1 Cubic Nonlinear Distortion
sponse of the linear interpolator. In the case To minimize aliasing, it is helpful to use nonlinof very light damping (such as when simulat- earities that are approximated by polynomials of
ing steel strings at normal audio sampling rates), low order.9 An often-used cubic nonlinearity is
certain notes (such as B-flat at a sampling rate given by [15]
of 44.1 kHz) will jump out as “buzzy” when they
 2
correspond to a nearly integer delay-line length.
x ≤ −1
− ,


 3
This artifact diminishes with oversampling fac3
(4)
f (x) =
x − x3 , −1 < x < 1
tor, of course.


 2
In the original EKS algorithm [4], first-order
x ≥ 1.
3,
allpass interpolation was chosen in order to avoid
affecting the damping of the string loop. Re- An input gain may be used to set the desired desearchers at the Helsinki University of Tech- gree of distortion. Analysis of spectral characternology have historically used Lagrange interpo- istics and associated aliasing due to nonlineari10
lation for digital-waveguide fine-tuning [16; 5]. ties appears in [13]. As discussed there, a nonThis has the advantage of being more robust un- saturating cubic nonlinearity does not alias at
der rapidly time-varying conditions, but intro- all when the input signal is oversampled by 2 or
ducing some gain error in the string feedback more and the nonlinearity is followed by a halfband lowpass filter, which eliminates aliasing
loop.
For Faust implementation, Lagrange interpo- since it is confined to the upper half-spectrum
lation is very cleanly implemented analogous to between π/2 and π rad/sample. High quality
fdelay(n,d,x) in music.lib (linear interpola8
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/tion is in fact first-order Lagrange interpolation). Sound Examples.html
9
For example, the fourth-order case may be writThe faust-pd distribution includes a “Fuzz effect”
based on taking an absolute value in the file
ten as follows:
7

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Delay Line Interpolation.html

karplusplus.dsp.
10
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Spectrum Memoryless Nonlinearities.html

Faust Implementation
In Faust, we can describe the cubic nonlinearity
as follows (contained in effect.lib distributed
with this paper.

4

Adding a Wah Pedal

A wah pedal (or wah-wah, or CryBaby pedal)
operates by sweeping a single resonance through
the spectrum. The resonance is conventionally
second-order.
4.1 Digitizing the CryBaby
Figure 4 (solid line) shows the amplitude response of the author’s CryBaby wah pedal measured (as described in §4.1.2 below) at the middle
pedal setting. Our goal is to “digitize” the CryBaby by devising a second-order sweeping resonator that audibly matches measurements such
as this for various pedal angles.
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28
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26
24
Magnitude (dB)

commercial guitar distortion simulators are said
to use oversampling factors of 4 to 8.
The cubic nonlinearity, being an odd function,
produces only odd harmonics. To break the odd
symmetry and bring in some even harmonics, a
simple input offset can be used [9]. It was found
empirically that a dc blocker [11] was needed
to keep the signal properly centered in the output dynamic range. Since amplifier loudspeakers
have a +12 dB/octave low-frequency response,
at least two dc blockers may be used in a typical
modeling framework anyway.
While the cubic nonlinearity is the odd nonlinearity with the least aliasing (thereby minimizing oversampling and guard-filter requirements),
it can be criticized as overly weak as a nonlinearity, unless driven into the hard-clipping range
where it is no longer bandlimited to three times
the input signal bandwidth. A diode clipping
curve is typically modeled as a hyberbolic tangent function.

22
20
18
16
14
12

cubicnl(drive,offset) = +(offset)
: *(pregain) : cubicnl : *(postgain)
: dcblocker
with {
tt = 2.0/3.0;
stage1(x) = select2(x>(-1.0), 0-tt,
x - pow(x,3)/3.0);
cubicnl(x) = select2(x>1.0,
stage1(x), tt);
pregain = pow(10.0,2*drive);
postgain = max(1.0,1.0/pregain);
};
3.2

Amplifier Feedback

In [15], amplifier feedback to the strings was
simulated as follows: The sum of all vibrating
strings was passed through the cubic nonlinearity, multiplied by a feedback gain, delayed, and
summed into the strings. This is easily implemented in Faust. (See the process statement of
freeax.dsp [12].)

Segue to the Present
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Figure 4: Measured (solid line) and modeled (dashed
line) amplitude responses of the CryBaby pedal set
to the middle of its excursion.

4.1.1 Choice of Wah Filter Structure
A classic second-order resonator with separate
controls for resonance frequency and resonance
Q (quality factor) is the state variable filter [14].
However, the measurements described below revealed that resonance frequency, Q, and gain all
varied significantly with pedal angle. For that
reason, and because our Faust implementation
uses floating point (thus eliminating the need
to consider special filter structures for improved
fixed-point behavior), we choose the simple BiQuad section [11]11 to implement the wah resonator.
In Faust, the function TF2(b0,b1,b2,a1,a2)
(defined in music.lib) implements a BiQuad filter section. It remains to express the five BiQuad
coefficients as a function of a single wah variable. This will be done by fitting a BiQuad to

We now leave our more or less historically rooted
11
review of virtual electric guitar developments,
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/filters/and continue with selected topics.
BiQuad Section.html

three measured frequency responses and coming Finally, the following Faust code was used to apup with an interpolation formula for the varying proximately interpolate among the three meacoefficients.
sured settings as a function of a single “wah”
variable normalized to lie between 0 and 1:
4.1.2 Measuring the CryBaby
Measuring the frequency response of a wah pedal Q = pow(2.0,(2.0*(1.0-wah)+1.0));
is relatively easy because it is a single-input, fr = 450.0*pow(2.0,2.3*wah);
single-output, analog audio filter, with quarter- g = 0.1*pow(4.0,wah);
inch input/output jacks. A CryBaby pedal12
was hooked up to an input and output of a Closed-form expressions for BiQuad coefficients
Gina3G audio interface connected to a Linux in terms of (Q,fr,g) were implemented based on
PC (Red Hat Fedora 7 distribution) with Planet z = exp(sT ) ≈ 1 + sT (low-frequency resonance
CCRMA installed. The response measurements assumed) to obtain
like the one shown in Fig. 4 were carried out in
pd and Octave13 using software from the Re- frn = fr/SR; // fr normalized
alSimple Transfer Function Measurement Tool- R = 1 - PI*frn/Q; // pole radius
box (RTFMT) [2].14 The Octave command- theta = 2*PI*frn; // pole angle
line for generating the test input data (a sine a1 = -2.0*R*cos(theta); // biquad a1
// biquad a2
sweep whose frequency increases exponentially a2 = R*R;
//
biquad
denominator
A
=
[1 a1 a2];
with time) was as follows:
generate_sinesweeps(40,10000,48000,2); Finally, each time-varying BiQuad coefficient
was smoothed by a unity-gain one-pole smoother
This specifies a sine sweep from 40 Hz to 10 with pole at z = 0.999. For remaining details,
kHz lasting 2 seconds, with the sampling rate see crybaby(wah) in effect.lib distributed
set to 48 kHz. Next, the shell command-line with faust-0.9.9.3. For further discussion, see
“pd sinesweeps.pd” opens the pd patch (also [12].
The Faust-generated wah pedal sounds very
distributed with the RTFMT), which plays the
accurate
to the author—in fact too accurate. At
sinesweep and records the response. This was
repeated for three settings of the wah pedal as low resonance frequencies, the loudness is signifdescribed above (min, middle, and max pedal icantly greater than at high resonance frequencies. Therefore, it is planned to determine a new
angles).
The next step is to convert each of the three scaling function g(wah) that preserves constant
measured impulse responses to resonator filter loudness as much as possible as the pedal varies.
coefficients. There are many ways of doing this 4.2 Wah Pedal Based on the Moog VCF
[10]. For this exercise, matlab scripts running in
Octave were used [12].15 Briefly, a second-order Voltage Controlled Filters (VCFs) used by anaanalog transfer-function was fit to each RTFMT- log synthesizers (as opposed to wah pedals) are
measured frequency response using invfreqs in typically based on the Moog VCF [14]. The
Octave. Closed-form expressions relating the Moog VCF can also be described as a variable
returned coefficients to Q, peak-frequency, and lowpass with corner resonance, and therefore it
peak-gain were used to obtain these parameters. can be used to implement a wah effect. However, because the Moog VCF employs a fourth12
order feedback loop, the effect is stronger than
“Original CryBaby,” Model GCB-95
13
The program octave (http://www.octave.org), in- the second-order case of the previous section.
cluding with the octave-forge collection, was used to Specifically, while the gain from dc to resonance
execute all matlab scripts in this paper. (Here, “matlab” can be made quite similar, the fourth-order case
(uncapitalized) refers to the matlab language, as opposed
exhibits a -24 dB per octave rolloff above resto the Matlab product by The Mathworks, Inc.) In a few
cases, octplot was used for figures in place of the stan- onance (“cutoff”), while the classic wah (being
dard gnuplot used by octave. All software used for this second-order) has only at most a -12 dB/octave
project is free and open-source, to the author’s knowledge. rolloff.
14
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/realsimple/imp_meas/
As derived in [14], the Moog VCF cutoff (res15
Space limitations do not permit listing the matlab
onance)
frequency fr is controlled by varying a
scripts here, but they are downloadable from the URL
given for [12], and further discussion appears there and in single real pole pa in the s plane (the subscript
[13].
‘a’ here stands for ‘analog’). At high Q (quality

factor) [11], the resonance frequency ωr is given mixing matrix 17 C times the state vector:
approximately in radians per second by
y(n) = Cx(n)
ωr = 2πfr = |pa |.
That is, the pole magnitude is approximately
equal to the resonance frequency.
There are various ways to digitize an analog
system such as the Moog VCF [14]. Perhaps
the simplest method is the so-called impulseinvariant method, in which the analog pole at
s = pa in the Laplace domain (s-plane) maps to
pd = e−pa T in the z-plane, where T denotes the
sampling interval in seconds. When the sampling
rate fs = 1/T is much higher than the resonance
frequency fr (as is typical), we may approximate
the digital pole location as
∆

pd = e−pa T ≈ 1 − pa T = 1 − 2π

fr
.
fs

A Faust implementation is quite simple:
onepole(p) = *(1.0-(p)) : + ~ *(p);
moogvcf(mk,p) = (+ : onepole(p)
: onepole(p) : onepole(p)
: onepole(p)) ~ *(mk);
wah4(fr) = moogvcf(-3.8,pole(fr))
with
{ pole(fr) = 1.0-fr*2.0*PI/SR; };
This code comprises wah4 in effect.lib distributed with faust-0.9.9.3. The choice Q =
3.8 was an arbitrary preference.

The mixing matrix C typically contains a 1 and
a −1 for each input or output point in a velocitywave simulation. (The −1 implements the effect
of the inverting reflections at the string terminations for velocity waves.)
This suggests a generalized string simulation
in which the string is driven and observed at
an arbitrary set of points along its length, i.e.,
y(n) = Cx(n) where C is any mixing matrix
whatsoever, and y(n) is a vector of outputs (e.g.,
dimension 2 for a stereo output, or dimension 8
for an 8-channel output).
In other words, up to N linearly independent
output signals may be formed by means of different linear combinations of the delay-line contents. For example, one can assign each “virtual pickup” created in this way to its own loudspeaker.
A very simple special case consists of using
two taps with a variable separation in order to
provide a stereo “width” parameter analogous to
that used in freeverb:18
W = hslider("center-panned spatial width",
0.5, 0, 1, 0.01);
A = hslider("pan angle", 0.5, 0, 1, 0.01);
widthdelay = delay(Pmax,W*P/2);
stereopanner(A) = _,_ : *(1.0-A), *(A);
process = stringsynth <: _,_
: widthdelay : stereopanner(A);

For this Faust specification, the mono
stringsynth output is branched so that
5 Generalized Pickup/Pick-Position
one of the branches can be delayed to provide
Given a digital-waveguide model of a vibrating the “width” parameter. This sounds equivalent
string, using velocity waves, we have that a vir- to a second read-pointer in the main string
tual pickup is given by the sum of two delay-line delay line.
taps, while a virtual excitation is given by summing into two delay-line cells. Thus, an excita- 6 Conclusion
tion point is formally the transpose [11]16 of a The Faust implementations discussed above (and
pickup point.
more) may be found in the files freeax.dsp [12],
Since the pick-position comb-filter may be im- and in the libraries effect.lib and filter.lib
plemented as a pickup comb-filter (i.e., moved distributed with Faust release 0.9.9.3 or later,
from the input side of the filtered delay loop and described more fully in [12]. An expanded
to the output side), it follows that both exci- (and still growing) version of this paper is intation points and pickup points correspond to cluded in [13].19
delay-line taps that are summed. If x(n) =
17
The term “mixing matrix” comes from the subject
[x0 (n), x1 (n), . . . , xN (n)] denotes the state of the
of artificial reverberation where it refers to the output
delay line in the filtered delay loop at time n, matrix used to form multichannel audio outputs from the
then the output signal y(n) is given as a 1 × N internal states of a reverberator.
18

16

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/filters/Transposed Direct Forms.html

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Freeverb.html
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Making Virtual Electric Guitars.html
19
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Future Work

Additional features that time and space do
not permit in this short paper include generalization of the wah pedal to a vowel pedal,20
design of a string-stiffness allpass using the
method of [1], measurement-based damping filters [5; 7], a tone stack based on [18], and
a speaker cabinet model again using software
from [2]. Additionally useful are an initial frequency skew to give the “twang” effect associated with low-tension strings, dual delay lines for
string-coupling/beating/two-stage-decay effects,
explicit plucking/striking/bowing models (or at
least an initial string state estimated from real
recordings to replace the noise burst). Details
(and Faust implementations) are planned for a
future appendix of [13].
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